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Microsoft SQL Server 70-463
Published: June 11, 2012
Languages: English, Chinese (Simplified), French, German, Japanese, Portuguese (Brazil)
Audiences:IT professionals
Technology: Microsoft SQL Server 2012/2014
Credit toward certification: MCSA, MCSE

Implementing a knowledge Warehouse with Microsoft SQL Server 2012/2014
$165.00 USD

Microsoft 70-463 exam could possibly be for sale in your country for online proctored delivery.

Pricing doesn't reflect any promotional offers or reduced pricing for Microsoft Imagine
Academy program members, Microsoft Certified Trainers, and Microsoft Partner Network
program members. Costs are susceptible to change with no warning. Pricing won't include
applicable taxes. Please confirm exact pricing with the exam provider before registering to
adopt an exam.

Effective May 1, 2017, the present cancellation policy is going to be replaced as a whole with
all the following policy: Cancelling or rescheduling your exam within 5 business days of your
respective registered exam time is at the mercy of a cost. Neglecting to make an appearance
on your exam appointment or otherwise rescheduling or cancelling your appointment no less
than Twenty four hours ahead of your scheduled appointment forfeits your complete exam fee.

Skills measured

https://justpaste.it/4vn1m


70-463 exam measures you skill to achieve the technical tasks the following. The percentages
indicate the relative weight of every major topic area about the exam. The higher the
percentage, the harder questions you may well see with that content area about the exam.
View instructional videos in regards to the number of question types on Microsoft exams.

Do you have feedback concerning the relevance of the skills measured on this exam? Please
send Microsoft your comments. All feedback will probably be reviewed and incorporated as
appropriate while still maintaining the validity and toughness for the certification process.
Remember that Microsoft is not going to respond straight to your feedback. We thank you for
input in ensuring the quality of the Microsoft 70-463 Certification program.

In case you have concerns about specific questions about 70-463 exam, please submit a test
challenge.

When you have other questions or feedback about Microsoft 70-463 Certification exams or
about the certification program, registration, or promotions, please call your Regional Service
Center.

As of February 18, 2016, 70-463 exam includes content covering both SQL Server 2012 and



2014. Please be aware that this exam does not include questions in features or capabilities
which might be present only from the SQL Server 2012 product. For more information, please
download and review this document.

Design and implement an information warehouse (10-15%)
Extract and transform data (20-25%)
Load data (25-30%)
Configure and deploy SSIS solutions (20-25%)
Build data quality solutions (15-20%)

Preparation options
Instructor-led training
Exam prep videos
Self-paced training
Practice test
From the city
Books

For additional information about Microsoft 70-463 Exam please visit web portal: check here.
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